Chapter 4 Sample Assessments
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Multifaceted Assessment
Environmental Science: Your World Your Turn is rich with assessment
types that work in combination to assess three-dimensional learning and
learning targets. Item types include performance-based tasks, research
projects, inquiry investigations, labs, open-ended response questions,
multiple choice questions, and drag-and-drop questions.
When students take the assessments online in the Pearson Realize™
digital platform, the teacher receives instant feedback on the student’s
performance, informing instruction based on results.

Pre-Testing
Students come to the classroom with a range
of pre-existing knowledge and academic
backgrounds. Use these methods to measure what
students know and inform instruction.

Self-Testing
Self-Tests in Pearson Realize™
allow students to self-assess
their knowledge prior to chapter
exams. Teachers can use results
to inform instruction.
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Formative Assessments
of Learning
Find a wide variety of in-process evaluations of student comprehension,
learning needs, and academic progress within the program. These tools help
educators adjust instruction to meet the needs of a diverse classroom.

Reading Checks provide a self-assessment pause
point in the narrative. If students can answer these questions,
they can feel confident moving on.

Apply the Science —
Facts, questions, and thoughtprovoking scenarios appear
throughout the book,
empowering your students
to make choices and interact
with content.

With In-Text Activities, students explore chapter
concepts with research-based inquiry labs and activities. These
labs and activities include analytical questions where students
compare and contrast, use models, engage in argument,
communicate information, and design experiments.
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Real Data activities provide students with
opportunities to practice and hone science and
engineering skills as they make math connections. With
Real Data activities, students use graphs and tables,
featuring real data, while learning analysis techniques.

Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Inquiry Lab • Modeling

Chapter 4

Using Mark-and-Recapture

Directions: Read the entire lab before doing the procedure and answering the questions.

Problem

How can you estimate the size of a large population whose individuals are
constantly moving?

Background

Often, when you want to find out how many of something there is, you count.
But, when trying to determine how many animals there are in a population,
counting individuals can prove difficult. Individual animals often move around,
and animal populations can be large and spread out. Given these facts, scientists
have developed different techniques to estimate the sizes of populations. In the
mark-and-recapture method, scientists first capture and count a small subset of
the total population. They mark the organisms in some way, such as placing a
band on a bird’s leg, or making a small notch in a turtle’s shell. Scientists release
the marked individuals, which mix at random among the population. Then,
scientists take another sample and count how many marked organisms theyIn-depth
have
recaptured. They can use that recapture number to estimate total population size.

Online Lab Manual —

investigations, available on Pearson Realize in
customizable versions,
include numerous formative
• old T-shirt or 1 yd solid-colored cloth
• black permanent marker
• small paper cupassessment opportunities
• calculatorto analyze and interpret
• bag of black-eyed peas or beans
data and extend the inquiry. Within labs, students
Safety
make sense of science phenomena, connect to
Materials are not safe to eat and may be a choking hazard if swallowed.
their local environment, and discover solutions.
Procedure
Materials

The Study Guide includes
lesson summaries, vocabulary review,
and references to the Big Question to
create a reliable system of support
and provide another opportunity for
student self-assessment.

Step 1

Spread the cloth or T-shirt flat on your desktop.

Step 2

Use a paper cup to scoop up about ½ cup of the black-eyed peas.

Step 3

Pour the peas onto your cloth. Be careful not to let any fall.

Step 4

Without looking at the desktop, grab a small handful of peas.

Step 5

Count the number of peas in your hand.

Step 6

Record the number in the Data Table, under “First Capture.”

Step 7

Use a marker to mark each pea in your handful.

Step 8

Pour all your peas back into the cup, including marked peas. Cover the
cup with your hand and shake it to mix the peas. Repeat Steps 3–5.
Count the peas in your second capture. Keep them aside while you
record this number in the data table.
Environmental Science • Lab Manual
Lesson
Assessments, available in

print or as digital,1 auto-graded assessments on
Pearson Realize, provide a quick assessment
opportunity where students apply concepts,
use critical thinking skills, and explore the
chapter’s Big Question.
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Summative Assessments
of Learning
Evaluate student understanding at the end of every instructional segment.
A variety of measures provide multiple data points to assess student progress.

Chapter Assessments found
at the end of each chapter review key
concepts and terms, let students practice
critical thinking skills, and include crossdisciplinary connections for Math and
ELA with Analyze Data and Write About
It sections.

Create Custom
Assessments
Use the ExamView® Assessment Suite
to quickly create and print custom
tests that meet your specific needs.
This computerized test bank is fully
customizable and editable.
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Customizable Chapter Tests available as
digital, auto-graded assessments on Pearson Realize,
provide an easy assessment opportunity with two levels
for differentiation.

Performance-Based Tasks
Find evidence of new student learning with performance-based tasks. With these
assignments, students demonstrate mastery of performance expectations by applying
their understanding to new problems.

Central Case Activity In every
chapter assessment, students apply what they
have learned by connecting the Big Question
to the Central Case. In order to “Make Their
Case,” students construct arguments, evaluate
solutions, and consider alternative approaches.

Unit Fieldwork
Students explore environmental science
concepts at their own outdoor field site. Each
project focuses on a specific science skill:
making observations, measuring biodiversity,
mapping the site, monitoring weather and
water quality, and conducting a social survey.
Students practice field techniques, learn
ecological science skills, and connect with their
local environment.

Ecology Unit Projects
Connect content across multiple chapters with
the Unit Project. Students design a project
that demonstrates a thorough understanding
of the interaction of environmental factors.
They develop arguments and positions
based on facts they have uncovered through
research and activities.
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Pre-Testing Assessment Samples
PRE-TESTING

Chapter 4 Self-Test
Partial
sample of the
Chapter 4
Self-Test available
on Pearson
Realize
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Formative Assessment Samples
FORMATIVE

Go Outside:
Abiotic and Biotic Factors

9

FORMATIVE

Real Data: Turkey Vultures
Name

Class

Date

Turkey Vultures

The graph at the right shows the
average number of turkey vultures
that were counted on protected
lands at the Hawk Mountain
Sanctuary in Pennsylvannia. In
this activity, you will interpret the
graph by describing the trends that
it shows and drawing conclusions
about the annual migration cycle of
turkey vultures.

Interpreting the Graph
To understand the information in a graph, the first step is to figure out the information that
it shows. Study the axes and note the trend shown by the graph.
1. What do the x and y-axes show?
2. What do the two bars for each month represent?
3. To describe the annual trend in the graph, look at the overall changes in the bar height
over the entire year. Describe what you see.

Inferring From the Graph
Turkey vultures migrate from the north onto the sanctuary lands and reside there for a while
before migrating south. You know that when the vultures migrate through the sanctuary, they
will increase the population size. Answer the questions below to help you identify when the
vultures migrated through the sanctuary.
4. In which two months is the turkey vulture population significantly greater than in the
other months?
5. When would you conclude that the vultures migrating from the north arrive at the
sanctuary?
6. When would you conclude that the vultures leave the sanctuary and begin to migrate
south?

69
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Real Data: Turkey Vultures
FORMATIVE
11

FORMATIVE

Modeling Lab:
Using Mark-and-Recapture
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Inquiry Lab • Modeling

Chapter 4

Using Mark-and-Recapture

Directions: Read the entire lab before doing the procedure and answering the questions.

Problem

How can you estimate the size of a large population whose individuals are
constantly moving?

Background

Often, when you want to find out how many of something there is, you count.
But, when trying to determine how many animals there are in a population,
counting individuals can prove difficult. Individual animals often move around,
and animal populations can be large and spread out. Given these facts, scientists
have developed different techniques to estimate the sizes of populations. In the
mark-and-recapture method, scientists first capture and count a small subset of
the total population. They mark the organisms in some way, such as placing a
band on a bird’s leg, or making a small notch in a turtle’s shell. Scientists release
the marked individuals, which mix at random among the population. Then,
scientists take another sample and count how many marked organisms they have
recaptured. They can use that recapture number to estimate total population size.

Materials

• old T-shirt or 1 yd solid-colored cloth
• small paper cup
• bag of black-eyed peas or beans

• black permanent marker
• calculator

Safety

Materials are not safe to eat and may be a choking hazard if swallowed.

Procedure
Step 1

Spread the cloth or T-shirt flat on your desktop.

Step 2

Use a paper cup to scoop up about ½ cup of the black-eyed peas.

Step 3

Pour the peas onto your cloth. Be careful not to let any fall.

Step 4

Without looking at the desktop, grab a small handful of peas.

Step 5

Count the number of peas in your hand.

Step 6

Record the number in the Data Table, under “First Capture.”

Step 7

Use a marker to mark each pea in your handful.

Step 8

Pour all your peas back into the cup, including marked peas. Cover the
cup with your hand and shake it to mix the peas. Repeat Steps 3–5.
Count the peas in your second capture. Keep them aside while you
record this number in the data table.
Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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FORMATIVE

Modeling Lab:
Using Mark-and-Recapture
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Step 9

Count the “recaptured peas,” or the peas in your second handful that
already have marks. Record this number in the data table.

Step 10 Use the formula in the table to estimate the size of the pea
“population.”
Step 11 Now pour all your peas onto the cloth and count the total. Record this
number as the actual population for your first trial.
Step 12 Put all your peas aside.
Step 13 Repeat Steps 1 through 12 two more times, with new peas from the
bag. Enter data in the table as you go.
Step 14 Put away all materials.

Observe and Collect Data
1. Fill in the table with the data you collect.

Data Table
Population Sample Counts
Trial

First
Capture

Second
Capture

Recaptured

Estimated
Population*

Actual
Population

1
2
3
* Formula for Estimating Population

Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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FORMATIVE

Modeling Lab:
Using Mark-and-Recapture
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Build Math Skills
The mark-and-recapture formula assumes that the percentage of marked
organisms in the second capture is equal to the percentage of marked organisms
in the total population.
EXAMPLE
If you marked 1/10, or 10%, of a population in your first capture, then 1/10 of the
organisms in your second capture should already be marked.
To represent this mathematically:

WHY IT WORKS
Suppose a population of 100 turtles lives in a pond. Ecologists capture and mark
10 of them. What fraction of the population did they mark?
⇒ 10 turtles out of 100 = 1/10, or 10 percent
The team releases these turtles and comes back a few days later. This time, they
catch 20 turtles. Assuming the population size hasn’t changed, how many of the
20 turtles in the second capture would you expect to be marked?
⇒ Since the ecologists marked 1/10 of the population, 1/10 of the turtles
in their second capture should already be marked.
⇒ Their second capture contains 20 turtles. 1/10 of 20 is 2.
You would expect 2 turtles to already be marked.
TRY IT
2. Suppose you capture and mark 20 turtles at a pond. After releasing these turtles, you
return a few days later and catch 10 turtles. Of these 10 turtles, 5 are already marked.
How many turtles are in the total population?

__________________________________________________________________________

Analyze and Conclude
3. Use Models In the procedure, each pea represents:
__________________________________________________________________________
(b) The cupful of peas represents:
__________________________________________________________________________

14
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Modeling Lab:
Using Mark-and-Recapture
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

4. Interpret Data What difference, if any, did you notice between the
estimated and actual totals? Is the difference large? Why or why not?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5. Infer The mark-and-recapture method assumes that the marked individuals
will move around and mix at random. Suppose that after marking and
releasing your first capture, the marked individuals clump together and do
not move. If you sample the population again, how might this affect your
results?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6. Evaluate In this lab you “captured” a handful of peas, a good-sized sample
for your 1/2-cup pea “population.” How might the reliability of your estimate
change if you “captured” and marked just 2 peas and then recaptured 1 pea?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
7. Apply Concepts Think about a pine tree population in a forest. Why
might ecologists need another method to estimate the size of this population
rather than use the mark-and-recapture method?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
8. Extension Suppose a population of wood turtles lives in a pond on a
property where the construction of a large housing development has begun.
What might an ecologist hope to learn from conducting a mark-and-recapture
study of the wood turtles, over the course of 5 years?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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FORMATIVE

Scientific Method Lab:
Yeast Population Growth
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Inquiry Lab • Scientific Method

Chapter 4

Yeast Population Growth

Directions: Read the entire lab before doing the procedure and answering the questions.

Problem

What type of population growth occurs in a yeast culture?

Background

Yeast has two traits that make it a good choice for laboratory studies of population
growth. First, large numbers of these tiny organisms can thrive in a small space; and
second, they reproduce quickly.
Your teacher has prepared five yeast populations, or cultures. The cultures were
grown under similar abiotic conditions (for example: light, food, temperature,
and oxygen levels). Each was begun on a different day, so they range in age from
three to seven days old. Your team will be assigned one culture. You will use the
microscope to count yeast cells. Then, you will share your data with the rest of
the class, and graph the yeast population sizes estimated by the whole class.

Materials

• yeast culture
• stirring rod
• dropper pipettes (3)
• coverslips (3)
• dissecting probe

• microscope
• graduated cylinder (10 mL)
• test tubes (2)
• test-tube rack
• graph template (in lab) or graph paper

Safety

Handle slides and coverslips carefully to avoid breaking them and cutting
yourself. Check graduated cylinders and test tubes for cracks or chips. Alert your
teacher if you break a glass object. Review rules for microscope use. Make sure
that cords, plugs, and your hands are dry when using the light source. Dispose of
materials properly when finished. Wash hands thoroughly before leaving the lab.

Procedure
Step 1

16

Stir the yeast culture well with a stirring rod. Using a pipette, place
one drop of culture on the slide. Add a coverslip by placing one edge
of the coverslip on the slide, then using your dissecting probe to
slowly lower it onto the drop of culture. Make sure that there are no
air bubbles. If there are, it may help to gently tap the slide. Place the
slide on the microscope stage.

Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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Scientific Method Lab:
Yeast Population Growth
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Step 2

View the slide under low power. Once you locate some cells, switch
to 400× magnification (40× objective lens) and focus with fine
adjustment. CAUTION: When you switch microscope objective
lenses, avoid striking the sample with the lens; ensure that there is
enough space between the lens and the slide.

Step 3

If there are too many yeast cells to count, do steps 4 and 5. If you can
count the yeast cells in your field of view, skip to Step 6.

Step 4

Stir the culture. Use a fresh pipette to transfer 1 mL of culture to a
10-mL graduated cylinder. Add 9 mL of tap water to the cylinder.
This dilutes the culture by a factor of 10, making the yeast cells easier
to see. Empty the cylinder into a test tube.

Step 5

Insert the pipette back into the diluted culture. Draw the culture into the
pipette and gently squeeze it back out several times until the culture is
thoroughly mixed. CAUTION: Squeeze the pipette bulb slowly and
carefully to ensure that liquid does not spill. Next, use the pipette to
place one drop of the mixed, diluted culture onto a fresh slide. Add a
clean coverslip and examine under the microscope as in Step 2.
NOTE: If there are still too many yeast cells to count, repeat steps 4
and 5. This dilutes the original culture by a factor of 100. If there are
still too many, repeat again; this dilutes the original culture by 1000.
Be sure to record the dilution factor (10, 100, etc.) in the data table.

Step 6

Find an area of cells that is representative of the whole. Count and
record the number of yeast cells in your field of view. Include both
single cells and cells in colonies, but record each cell as an individual.
Record the count in the appropriate row of the data table. If you had to
dilute the culture, also record the dilution factor. If you did not dilute
the culture, record “1” as the dilution factor.

Step 7

Collect and record data from your group.
To determine the number of yeast cells visible in a 400× field of view,
multiply the observed count by the dilution factor.

Step 8

Share your results with your classmates, and collect their results in the
other lines of the data table. Then, graph the data.

Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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FORMATIVE

Scientific Method Lab:
Yeast Population Growth
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Observe and Collect Data
1. Record data, for the culture you studied, in the table below. Then record data
from your classmates

Data Table
Age of
Culture

Number of
Yeast Cells
(Counted)

Dilution
Factor

Number of
Yeast Cells in 400× Field of
View, Undiluted

3 days
4 days
5 days
6 days
7 days

Analyze and Conclude
2. Graph the class results on the grid below. Provide a title.

18
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Scientific Method Lab:
Yeast Population Growth
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

3. Graph Which variable in your graph is the independent variable? Which is
the dependent variable? Explain your answers.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
4. Interpret Graphs Compare your graph to Figures 11 and 12 on pages 114–115
in your textbook. Did your yeast population follow one of these models? Why or
why not?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5. Interpret Graphs Based on your observations, what is the approximate
carrying capacity of this yeast population? Are your data sufficient to
estimate carrying capacity? Explain your answer.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6. Relate Cause and Effect What limiting factors most likely caused the
growth pattern you observed? Were these factors density independent or
density dependent? Explain your reasoning.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
7. Extension How could you modify the procedure to better ensure that the
results were not affected by any variables other than age?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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FORMATIVE

In Your Neighborhood Activity:
Migrating Populations
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Inquiry Activity • In Your Neighborhood

Chapter 4
Problem

Migrating Populations

What is the local impact of seasonal migration?

Your Prediction
1. How do migratory animals contribute to your local animal population?
__________________________________________________________________________

Background

In some communities, migratory animals are easy to spot—on the beaches of
Florida, green sea turtles, or at the Ballard Locks in Seattle, migratory salmon.
The coast of California draws tourists in droves to observe the migrations of
monarch butterflies and gray whales. But even if you don’t live near migratory
superstars, it’s possible you’ve noticed a local animal population grow and shrink
with the seasons.
Local and global organizations monitor migratory populations. The “Birdnet”
Audubon Web site offers local information on bird migrations. The “Caribbean
Sea Turtle Conservation” page lets you track sea turtle migration. PBS has a
whale migration site, and you can also track great white sharks and other marine
predators on the “Tagging of Pacific Predators” site. Meanwhile, North American
Butterfly Association and Kansas Monarch Watch both offer information about
migratory butterflies.
North American Bird Migration Flyways

20
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In Your Neighborhood Activity:
Migrating Populations
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Research Your Local Environment
Procedure

Materials Computer with Internet access, and/or field guides listing local
migratory species; graph template (in lab) or graph paper
Step 1

Find out which animals migrate seasonally through your region or
state by contacting your local bird observatory, nature museum,
aquarium, or wildlife park.

Step 2

Choose one migratory species. Use a field guide, encyclopedia, or
credible Web sites to research the animal’s life cycle, predators, food
sources, and habitat. Be sure to keep track of where you find different
pieces of information so you can cite your sources later.

Step 3

Find out the migration patterns for the species. Learn where the
animal lives locally, and for how long. (Note: Sources used in Step 2
may provide this information.)

Step 4

Contact a local source to learn more about the year-round population
of this animal and how its habitats are protected. If you can’t find
local information for steps 1–3, find information applying to a nearby
region in your state. Be sure to cite your sources.
If you do not have Internet access, use information sources provided
by your teacher in addition to those specified above.

Step 5

Read all the information and address the following questions.

Use your field guide research to answer Questions 2 and 3.
2. Describe one local migratory population. Describe its life cycle and mode of
reproduction, habitat, food sources, and predators.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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FORMATIVE

In Your Neighborhood Activity:
Migrating Populations
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

3. Draw a map of the local population’s migration route. Sketch the continents
and important waterways, if necessary, in the migration route, and use a
distinct line pattern or color for the route itself. Include the general seasons
of migration, and mark any important stopovers and destinations.

Migration Route of ________________________ (Your Local Population)

KEY

22
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In Your Neighborhood Activity:
Migrating Populations
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Answer Questions 4 and 5 when you have completed your research.
4. Create a Graph Make a line graph for your migratory species. Graph
the local population fluctuations for your animal, by month for twelve
months. Your graph can be limited to the migratory population of the
species, or it can include data for the year-round population, depending
on the information you gathered. (Use a separate sheet if necessary.) Use
the x-axis for time and the y-axis for the population.

Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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In Your Neighborhood Activity:
Migrating Populations
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

Analyze and Conclude
5. Communicate What are the boundaries of your animal’s local habitat?
Why does it live in your area and how does it interact with other organisms?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6. Compare and Contrast Share your research and your graph with a
partner or group. How do the local migratory populations compare and
contrast? How do they interact, directly or indirectly?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
7. Form an Opinion Consider your research. Do you think the population
is healthy? Are you concerned by any of the data? Explain your reasoning.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

24
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In Your Neighborhood Activity:
Migrating Populations
Name _______________________________________ Class _______ Date _______________

8. Draw Conclusions Why would scientists want to monitor the migration habits of this
species in your area? (Hint: Think about your answer for Question 5.)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Local to Global
9. Evaluate Your Prediction What new information have you learned about
the effects of migratory animals on your local area? Have your ideas or
opinions changed? Explain.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
10. Think Globally In 2009, ornithologists in California predicted that
global warming would cause unprecedented changes in bird populations.
Specifically, global warming is expected to affect snow pack, rainfall, plant
and tree distribution, prey, and predators. How have human pollution
problems—at the global, regional, or local scale—affected the migratory
animals in your area? How can people help migratory species survive these
threats?
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Environmental Science • Lab Manual
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FORMATIVE

Lesson 1 Assessment:
Population Ecology
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Chapter 4 Study Guide
FORMATIVE
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Summative Assessment Samples

SUMMATIVE

Chapter 4 Assessment
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Chapter 4 Assessment

SUMMATIVE
29

SUMMATIVE

Chapter 4 Assessment
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Chapter 4 Test A
Partial
Sample of
the Chapter 4
Test A available
on Pearson
Realize
SUMMATIVE
31

SUMMATIVE

Chapter 4 Test A
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Chapter 4 Test B
Partial
Sample of
the Chapter 4
Test B available
on Pearson
Realize

SUMMATIVE
33

SUMMATIVE

Chapter 4 Test B
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Performance-Based Assessment Samples

Central Case Activity
Name

Class

Date

The Disappearance of the Golden Toad
What can cause a thriving population of
animals to disappear in the span of one or
two years? In the case of the golden toad
of Monteverde in Costa Rica, thousands
of toads were initially observed during the

mating season each year. Then one year,
there were only a few toads. Two years later,
only a single toad was observed, and then
the toads disappeared completely.

PERFORMANCE-BASED
35

Central Case Activity
Name

Class

Date

Use the information in The Disappearance of the Golden Toad to answer the questions below.
1. How many golden toads could be observed during mating season when the toad’s
population was thriving?
2. Based on the golden toad population’s habitat, why was extinction of the golden toad
puzzling?
3. Explain why it was significant that large numbers of other frogs and toads became extinct
at the same time the golden toads disappeared.

4. Explain what happens to cloud mist as the number of “dry days” increases.

PERFORMANCE-BASED

5. Assuming the Lifting Cloud Base Hypothesis to be correct, which part of the Monteverde
cloud forest would likely be the least affected by the decrease in moisture? Explain.

6.

Relate this case to the Big Question: “How do changes in population size
relate to environmental conditions?” Describe the sequence of events that could have led
to the extinction of the golden toad, according to the Lifting Cloud Base Hypothesis.

Find out more about other extinctions that occurred in the Monteverde region during this
time period. Work in small groups to use the Internet and other resources to learn more about
what caused the extinctions you have been studying. Each group should create a poster or
presentation to share with the class.
The 21st Century Skills used in this activity include Communication and Collaboration,
Information Literacy, and Productivity and Accountability.
Log on for more information and activities on the Central
Case, Finding Gold in a Costa Rican Cloud Forest.

72
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Ecology Unit:
Biodiversity Study

2
UNIT

Problem

How can you quantify the biodiversity of your field site?

Objectives

Materials

• Field notebooks
• Field guides
• Quadrat materials

Pacing

Adapt the timeline below according to your needs.
Student Tasks

Gear Up

20 minutes

Submit permission slips.
Review procedures and
behavior guidelines.

On Site

1 period,
half block

Set up quadrats and collect
data at the field site.

Analysis

1 period,
half block

Organize and analyze field
data. Calculate biodiversity.

Wrap-Up

30 minutes

Submit scientific lab reports.

ON SITE

Pacing

PERFORMANCE-BASED

- Tape measure or meter stick
- Wooden stakes
- Twine
- Mallet

GEAR UP

Students will be able to:
• Set up a quadrat and collect data at the site
• Calculate measures of biodiversity
• Write a scientific lab report

Phase

OVERVIEW

Biodiversity Study

eco • skill

Safety

Environmental Science • Teacher’s Guide to Fieldwork • Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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WRAP-UP

Remind students of behavior expectations prior to
leaving the classroom. Review hazards of the study
site if necessary (wildlife, traffic concerns, poisonous plants). At least one adult should have student
health and parent contact information if your field
site is off campus. Follow school policy on the
number of adults needed for off-campus fieldwork. Remind students to wear or bring attire that
is appropriate to the study site and the expected
weather. Students should wash hands or use hand
sanitizer after completing the activity.

ANALYSIS

SAMPLING: Counting every organism
in a community or even in a single
population can be a daunting, if not
impossible, task. To get around this
challenge, ecologists randomly select
small portions of their study site for
sampling. They record observations in
a limited area and then extrapolating
from those observations to produce
population estimates about the site as
a whole. Make the analogy between
scientific sampling and sampling ice
cream: A sample spoonful may be
missing a chunk of chocolate, but for
the most part it tells you how it tastes
and what the ingredients are.

37

Ecology Unit:
Biodiversity Study

Teacher Prep
To best enable your students to focus on data collection and analysis,
do the following before heading to the field study site:

Preview the Site

OVERVIEW

Gear Up
• Site reconnaissance Visit the site ahead of time to ensure that it is appropriate for

quadrat sampling. Consider using a Web-based virtual Earth browser to preview the
field site.

Consider the Variables

seasonal or migratory species may be present or absent.

• Mobile species If your site has highly mobile animals that are likely to move in and out

Maximize Time

• Efficiency It may be best to set up the quadrats ahead of time so students can focus on

collecting data. Depending on the diversity of life at the site, you may need to narrow
the study’s focus to specific groups of organisms, such as “plant biodiversity” or “beetle
diversity,” so they don’t need to spend hours counting every organism within a quadrat.
• Team size Assemble teams of 3 to 5 students before heading outside.

ON SITE

PERFORMANCE-BASED

of a sampling area during data collection, have students plan ahead for how to account
for this behavior in their data.
• Abundant species If there is a dense population of a certain species, students may need
to estimate quantity. Review estimation beforehand.
• Unique species Does your site have a rare or invasive species? If so, find and share
information about the species before heading outside.
• Permission Check with the proper authorities before placing quadrats.

GEAR UP

• Seasonality Consult local nature bulletins or a local wildlife expert to determine what

Student Prep
Review Content

• Unit 1 field study If they did not visit the site in Unit 1, follow the suggestions on
pages 2–4 to prepare them for their first site visit.

• Unit 2 Review the lesson in the text on biodiversity.

ANALYSIS

Help your students do the following before they head to the field:

Look Ahead

Come Equipped

• Return permission slips Make sure students turn in signed permission slips.
• Come equipped Remind students to bring a field notebook, pencil, and any other useful tools such as digital cameras, calculators, or GPS receivers.

38
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WRAP-UP

• Understand procedures Review the methods of sampling and data collection.
• Plan ahead for data analysis Review the data tables and sample calculations.
• Review expected behaviors Remind students how they are to behave in the field.

Ecology Unit:
Biodiversity Study
Resources
OVERVIEW

Choosing Appropriate Field Guides
Most libraries have field guides for different regional categories of plants and animals in North
America, such as birds of the Northeast or wildflowers of the Southwest. Once your available
resources are identified:
• Look for field guides written for your specific area or state.
• Look for books with species students are likely to find at your study site, such as mushrooms
of Pennsylvania or beetles of California.
• Online field guides can be useful if students have easy Internet access and can refer to
detailed sketches or digital images of their organisms. Some online guides have been formatted for use on mobile devices such as phones.

HOW TO

Materials:
•
•
•
•

Sketch Organisms in the Field

Nutty smell left
on fingers after
handling
6 jointed legs barely
visible when
viewed from above

ANALYSIS

Briefly go over good practices for sketching
organisms in a field notebook. Even if field
guides and digital cameras are available, ask
students to sketch at least one of the species they
find in their sample quadrats. Things to capture
in sketches include:
• Outline of all major parts and coloration,
including labels to remind students what
colors were visible if colored pens or pencils
aren’t available
• Notes on any behaviors displayed by the
organism
• Approximate size of the organism

Field notebook or paper
Pencil or pen
Ruler
Magnifying glass (optional)

2 antennae

1 cm
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WRAP-UP

Orange/red back
divided down middle.
When halves lift, wings
seen underneath.

11

ON SITE

If field guides are too general to identify unusual species:
• Call (or have students contact) a park ranger at a nearby state park for help identifying a
particular species.
• Ask a biology professor at a local college.
• Submit an image of the specimen to an online forum that welcomes species identification
questions.
• Zoos, museums, nature centers and botanical gardens often have resources for teachers,
including libraries of materials that can be checked out.
• State conservation departments’ Web sites are another great resource for information on
plants and animals, particularly invasive species that have become a problem.

PERFORMANCE-BASED

GEAR UP

Local Resources for Scientific Classification

39

Ecology Unit:
Biodiversity Study
what’s a quadrat?

Sampling Method

A quadrat is a square sample
area, or plot, often measured and
marked off with stakes and twine.
All organisms, or all members of a
predetermined group of organisms,
within the quadrat are identified
and counted. These data are then
extrapolated to estimate the
biodiversity and populations for the
whole site. In the example shown
here, a quadrat has been placed in
an area swarming with beetles. If
12 beetles are within the quadrat
(inset), then the total population
can be estimated by comparing the
quadrat area to the area of the site.

Quadrat Construction
Materials (per team)

Set Up the Quadrat

stirrers (4)

• Cord or twine (see diagram)
• Hammer or mallet (if necessary)
• Colorful ribbons (optional)
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WRAP-UP

40

• Tape measure or meter stick
• Wooden stakes, dowels, or paint

ANALYSIS

Select a quadrat size. Anything from 1 m2 to 9 m2 may be
appropriate, depending on the size of your field site, the number of teams, and the anticipated biodiversity. Provide materials for one quadrat per student team. If portable one-piece
quadrats are available, use those to minimize set-up time.
• Be sure the students place their quadrat randomly, without
targeting a particular species or patch of land. To avoid
confusion during data collection, do not allow overlapping
quadrats. Have teams mark off their own
quadrats by pounding the stakes into
the ground in a square shape, with each
side of the square—the space between
two stakes—a uniform length, such as
1 meter for a 1 square meter quadrat.
• If quadrats will be left in place overnight,
mark them with brightly colored ribbon or string. Post signs (laminated or
weather proofed) describing the students’ work to alert other people to the
purpose of the quadrats.

ON SITE

HOW TO

GEAR UP

PERFORMANCE-BASED

Ecologists sample an area rather than collect data from
an entire site In this study, you will use the quadrat
method to collect biodiversity and population data.

OVERVIEW

On Site

Ecology Unit:
Biodiversity Study
Quantifying Organisms
OVERVIEW

Count

Categorize
Photographs are great for identifying
organisms, but so are sketches. Refer to
the “How to Sketch...” section in Gear Up.

PERFORMANCE-BASED

Ecologists count and identify individual species. To save time, have
students count and identify organisms at a higher taxonomic level.
For example, have them count beetles (Coleopterans), grasshoppers
and crickets (Orthopterans), and aphids (Homopterans) instead of
the specific species.

GEAR UP

When studying large plants, ecologists count any plant that has
some part within the quadrat. With moving animals, ecologists
decide how they will count before they begin data collection. If there
aren’t a lot of organisms moving this way and that, then all animals
with some part of their body in the quadrat can be counted. If there
are hundreds of animals moving about, such as aphids crawling on a
bush, ecologists will estimate how many are within their quadrat at
any given time. If counting extremely abundant individuals, such as
blades of grass, suggest sampling a subsection of the quadrat, such
as 1/16 of the total area, and then multiplying the subsection’s data
by 16 to estimate populations for the entire quadrat.

Collect or Observe

Have each team count the number of individuals per species (or other assigned category) in their quadrat. For species verification back in the classroom, have them
include sketches or photographs of each species. Each student should produce a tabular
record of the data from their quadrat. The table shown here is an example of data where
insects were the focus but identification was limited to generic groups.
No. of Individuals

Field crickets

5

Observations/Details
Scattered randomly around quadrat

Lady beetles

14

Found on woody plant

Black ants

25

Most found near ant hill
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WRAP-UP

Organism

ANALYSIS

Recording Data

ON SITE

There are several options to help students get a close-up look at an organism while
deciding how to classify it. Ecologists carry field guides and magnifying glasses or collect samples called vouchers for identification back at the lab. If you do not want your
students handling organisms or taking them back to the classroom, have them take
photos or draw sketches instead. If the study site features habitat that is hard to get
into, such as tall grass, provide an insect net for students to “sweep” their quadrat. Tell
students to release any captured organisms near the quadrat after they’ve been identified and tallied. If a quadrat encompasses a tall tree, provide binoculars so students can
survey the upper branches.

41

Ecology Unit:
Biodiversity Study

Back in the classroom, students will organize and analyze their
data. The calculation outlined below will provide a measure, or
“index,” of biodiversity at the site.

tips & techniques

Walk students through
the calculation of the Simpson Ind
ex, showing
them at each step ho
w the field
data relate to the eq
uation.

Calculating Biodiversity
To quantify biodiversity, many ecologists use the Simpson Index.
The equation for calculating the Simpson Index (D) is:
D=1–

∑n(n – 1)
N(N – 1)

n-1

n(n - 1)

Field crickets

5

4

20

Pill bugs

4

3

12

White grub

1

0

0

Lady beetles

14

13

182

Black ants

25

24

600

∑n(n - 1) = Sum of all the
n(n - 1) values above = 814

N = Sum of all the
n values above = 49

n(n – 1) = 5 × 4 = 20
All of the products in the fourth column are added together to get the value of
∑n(n – 1), which is the numerator of our Simpson Index equation. For example,
using the data above:

ANALYSIS

The first two columns are the same as in your field data table. The third column is for
subtracting 1 from the value in the second column. The values in the fourth column
are the products of columns 2 and 3. For example, in the first row, for field crickets:

ON SITE

PERFORMANCE-BASED

No. of Individuals (n)

GEAR UP

The closer D is to 1, the higher is the biodiversity. The equation may look daunting,
but all you need is the field data on the organisms that were identified and how many
were counted. Organize your data as shown here:
Organism

OVERVIEW

Analysis

∑n(n – 1) = 20 + 12 + 0 + 182 + 600 = 814

D=1–

42

∑n(n – 1)
N(N – 1)

becomes

D=1–

814
49(48)

= 0.65
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WRAP-UP

Meanwhile, the denominator of the equation is simply the total number of all
organisms—the sum of all the n values in the second column—multiplied by that
sum minus 1. Using the data above, N(N – 1) is 49 × 48.
The equation then becomes very easy to use:

Ecology Unit:
Biodiversity Study
Calculating Population Density

Have teams compile their data and calculate the population density and relative density
for each species sampled at the field site. To get started, draw a chart on the board for each
species sampled at the site, as shown below, and have each team fill in the columns.
Area of Quadrat

Group 1

25

1 m2

Group 2

6

1 m2

Group 3

16

1 m2

Group 4

0

1 m2

Totals

47

4 m2

PERFORMANCE-BASED

Number of Grubs

GEAR UP

Quadrat

OVERVIEW

In addition to biodiversity, ecologists study individual populations to determine the health of
the species and the community. This often involves calculating a population’s overall density
as well as its relative density.

Population Density is the number of individuals of one species per unit of area or volume.
For example, using the sample data from Group 1 shown above:

To calculate the population density from aggregated data, divide the sum of all populations by
the sum of the areas that were sampled. For example:
Population density = 47 grubs ÷ 4 m2 = 10.18 grubs/m2

Population density of grub = 10.18 per m2
Population density of centipede = 8 per m2
Population density of pill bug = 34.5 per m2

ANALYSIS

Relative Density is the population density of one species given as a percentage of the combined population densities of all sampled species, usually those of a similar type. For instance,
the population density of the grub might be compared with the overall population density of
all small arthropods sampled at the field site. For example:

ON SITE

Population density = 25 grubs ÷ 1 m2 = 25 grubs/m2

Relative density of grub = [10.18/m2 ÷ (10.18/m2 + 8/m2 + 34.5/m2)] × 100%
= [10.18 ÷ 52.23] × 100%

WRAP-UP

= 0.1949 × 100%
= 19.49%
Thus, 19.49% of the arthropods sampled were grubs.
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Ecology Unit:
Biodiversity Study

Guidelines

tips & techniques

PERFORMANCE-BASED

GEAR UP

Each research team will produce a scientific lab report, much like
Provide guidelines to your students
ecologists submit articles to scientific journals. Each article should
on which references are to be used
include the following sections:
and which are to be avoided.
• Abstract High-level description of the results and their meaning
• Background Background information about community biodiversity and the study site
• Materials and Methods List of the materials, outline of the procedures used to collect
data, and description of the methods used to analyze the data
• Results Presentation of the data in a clear and organized way; often involves data tables,
graphs, and images; does not include explanations or conclusions
• Discussion Discussion of the results and why they are important; can list sources of errors,
applications, and possibilities for future research
• References List of any references used, including field guides and reliable Web sites

OVERVIEW

Wrap-Up

Study Rubric
4

3

2

1

Generally stayed on
task; quality data

Some difficult in following guidelines; required
intervention

Difficulty listening and
working with others;
impeded data collection

Teamwork

Contributed equally to
the finished team project; collected data

Assisted with data
collection and the
final project

Completed individual
tasks; did not assist
with final project

Contributed little to the
group effort

Data
Collection

Carefully collected
and organized data,
following procedures

Collected data according to procedures

Collected some data,
but did not analyze or
organize them well

Collected little or no
data; relied on the work
of others

Analysis

Thoroughly analyzed
data; calculations are
accurate

Calculated results
according to the
outlined examples

Calculated results with
some errors

Incomplete calculation
of results

Lab
Report

Report is well written;
clearly expresses the
data in formal format

Report includes all
sections of the formal
format

Report covers most
sections; conclusions
inaccurate

Conclusions missing;
information inaccurate;
informal formatting

ANALYSIS

Conducted research
professionally

ON SITE

Fieldwork

Extensions

44
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WRAP-UP

Consider having individual students or teams extend the field experience further:
• Collect bird data for submission to a citizen bird count.
• Create a database, Web site, or virtual Earth browser presentation.
• Conduct the same study in a different location with similar habitat—such as a backyard—
and compare the results.
• Find Simpson Index values from real-world habitats such as tropical rain forests and coral
reefs. How does the biodiversity of the field site compare to those places?

Ecology Unit Project: Seeing
the Past, Foreseeing the Future

PERFORMANCE-BASED
45

Data to Inform Instruction
PRE-TEST
Make informed
instructional decisions
with multiple data
points. Pre-Testing,
Formative, Summative,
and Performance-Based
assessments provide
varied ways to monitor

PERFORMANCEBASED

Instructional
Decisions

FORMATIVE

student understanding.

SUMMATIVE

DATA

Activities, homework, and
assessments are assignable
through Pearson Realize.
Automatic grading capabilities
make it easier for instructors
to provide quick and easy
delivery of feedback.
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Within Pearson Realize, instructors can instantly access student and class data
that shows mastery on assessments, online activity, and overall progress.
Embedded assessments deliver instant data that allow teachers to easily
monitor students’ progress and inform instruction.

DATA
47

Real Reasons to Choose Real-World Science
Using real-world Case Studies, current data, and a wide range of inquiry
activities, Environmental Science: Your World, Your Turn puts the world
in context by empowering your students to take an active role in their
learning—and the world in which they live.

Explore Environmental Science: Your World Your Turn Online
Online activities extend classroom inquiry and engagement. Explore
the Environmental Science: Your World, Your Turn labs and activities
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